Minha Cor
Presentation to the art teachers  2017  (bring magnifying glass, and color kits)
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Hello, my name is Wesley Eastridge, and my skin color is like light brown sugar with cinnamon.  The cinnamon is my age spots.
My three children Sam, Chrissy and Tim are Kingsport School graduates and my son in law, Wesley teaches here.  Let me begin by thanking you for what you do to teach the next generation of people in our world to express themselves, to appreciate art and to have better lives.
I’m here to introduce to a computer app called Minha Cor which is Portuguese for “My Color.  Minha Cor lets kids like you and me define our skin color and give it a creative name.  This is in the spirit of the Humanae project by photographer Angélica Daas.  She has displayed her project in museums, walls and bridges all over the world, and currently in Milan, Italy; The Hague, Netherlands; Houston, TX, Cologne, Germany and next month in Kingsport, TN.
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If you have seen the TED (Technology, Entertainment and Design) Talk by Angelica you heard her speak of her childhood in Brazil, when she wondered why people spoke of other people as being black or white.  She had never seen anybody whose skin was black or white, they were all various shades of brown or tan.  One family member had skin the color of a pancake, for example.  
(In child development I suppose she would have been in the concrete thinking stage of cognitive development, wouldn't she?)
<next slide>
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Her project of photographing people and classifying their skin colors demonstrates the wide variety of skin colors we humans exhibit.  I like her idea of classifying our colors with creative names.  Minha Cor lets us investigate our own skin colors, name them, and see them in perspective to others.

<switch to the program>
For example we see the opening screen with various color swatches with names other people have created, and we click the start button:


That brings us to the creation screen.
First we click on one of the four starting colors at the top.
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<Hue, Sat, Light>
Second we move the blue square around to adjust the hue and saturation.
Third, we move the blue pointer up and down to adjust the lightness.
After we adjust the color and lightness to our satisfaction, we give our color a name, and enter our own name.  (Lt Br. Sugar, WesleyE)  Clicking OK we return to the opening screen.
< now repeat after showing Help>
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In the help section we see the three controls we have to define the color, hue, saturation and lightness.  Hue is where the color lies on the spectrum of rainbow colors.  Saturation is how pure the color is, where the less saturated a color is, the more of the other colors is mixed in.  Another way to think of this is adding white or gray paint to a can of colored paint decreases the resulting color’s saturation.  Lightness is where it lies between bright and dark.
Most people will do this without concern for how it works, but you will be interested in the process: (hue, saturation, lightness). 
The next person repeats the procedure, clicking the Start Button, adjusting hue and lightness, and naming their color.  (Ebony, WesleyI)  (emphasize the individual hue, saturation and lightness, demonstrating the extremes.
Under File, Settings you have the option to define colors with a full color wheel but by default this is not used because many children like myself would be tempted to claim their color is purple.
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< now ask for a volunteer>
Now you try it.
(adjust color, give name)
The lesson we hope to teach relative to Humanae is that our skin colors are unique and yet part of the same spectrum, as in fact are all of our human characteristics.  

<Back to PowerPoint>
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Beyond this primary lesson, we have plenty to demonstrate about color science as well.  You art teachers live in an exciting world.  
I remember using crayons and water colors in my childhood to combine colors on a page and create new colors.  We considered red, yellow and blue to be the primary colors for mixing paints.  Red and yellow sort of made orange.  Red and blue sort of made green.  Red and blue sort of made purple.  And opposites like red and green made sort of black or dark something.  
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So imagine my surprise when I visited a science museum that let people shine different colors of light on a screen to combine them and red and green made yellow!
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Does anyone here recognize Sam Eastridge?

You of course know the difference is that the crayon rules apply for adding pigments, while the lights exemplify additive combinations of colors.  That is pigments subtract colors leaving other colors to show in their place.  
<next slide>
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When Bonnie MacDonald and I discussed the project she asked about the CMYK colors the printers used for printing the Humanae posters.   Those are pigments and therefore the subtractive color rules apply.  The actual primary colors are cyan (red-free), magenta (green-free) and yellow (blue-free).  The K stands for key, which is how much black is added to control the darkness of the color.   When a pigment absorbs light in the red zone of light wavelengths, the resulting color is cyan.  When you add the pigments for cyan (red-free) and magenta (green-free) you are left with only blue light which is the color you see when you combine those two pigments.
On the other hand, when you shine red light and green light together your eyes respond to both wavelengths of light and see the wavelength in between them, which is yellow.
Thus chlorophyll absorbs red at one end of the spectrum and blue at the other leaving green to show up on green leaves.
That explains why red and green paints make dark brown or black:  The red pigment absorbs most of the colors except red and the green absorbs most of the colors except green so their combination absorbs most colors.  Yellow is in the vicinity of both red and green but isn’t close enough to keep from being mostly absorbed.
Red and yellow however are closer to each other on the spectrum, so when red pigment lets colors close to red get through and yellow lets colors close to yellow get through, their combination leaves orange which is the only color that is in the vicinity of both red and yellow.
Thus there are different rules for combining lights and combining pigments.

Now, back to our MinhaCor program.
< back to show minha cor and help>
Recall we adjust hue horizontally, saturation vertically and lightness with the slide bar.
Minha Cor demonstrates this by moving the blue square cursor down toward the bottom.  Moving the cursor from left to right moves through hues from green through yellow to red, but moving it downward adds equal amounts of RGB to the pixels’ values to move toward white or gray, depending on the setting of the lightness control.  
Minha Cor uses the spectrum of colors from green to red, with yellow in between, which you can see when the lightness bar is pushed up to the top.
<RGB>
(show the rgb indicator and how it changes as we change hue, saturation and lightness)
Now If you look at the color specification at the lower sidebar you will see the relative values of the red, green and blue components of the color.  Every color we see can be classified by these three values.  In this case they are shown in hexadecimal, or “base-16” notation because computers use the 256 possible values of a byte (0-255) to assign brightness to each pixel, and a two-digit hexadecimal number has 256 values too.  00 represents completely dark and FF represents the brightest.   So yellow has the brightest values for red and green and the lowest for blue, and its RGB value is FF FF 00.  
(watch the rgb indicator as we move from green to red, from Green to gray and light to dark.)

An interesting twist is this.  Brown is actually just dark yellow!  (demonstrate move from yellow through amber to brown and then black by moving the lightness control.)
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<back to power point>

<Additive light vs subtractive pigments>
< next slide>
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Computer screens and TV screens use the additive rules because they are combining colored lights.  Crayons use subtractive rules because they are pigments.  

A sprinkle of water on a tv or computer screen serves to demonstrate the tiny red, green and blue lights that make up each pixel of the picture.  To date I haven’t shorted out any equipment by doing this experiment.  In fact sometimes I demonstrate the effect serendipitously when I sneeze on my computer screen. 
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However I have found that a strong magnifying glass like the ocular lens I saved from a broken set of binoculars serves the purpose much better.

<next slide>
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All colors we see can in fact be classified by those three red, green and blue values for a very good reason:  Our eyes see colors through specialized light-sensing cells in our retina of three varieties, red, green and blue cones.
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The color might be a pure color of one frequency along the electromagnetic spectrum of visible light or it might be a combination of colors but the eye only senses the relative stimulation of those three types of receptors.  So pure yellow light or a combination of red and green lights both stimulate the red and green cones equally and are perceived by our eyes as the same.
That explains why we use red, green and blue in our TV and computer screen pixels.

We can classify colors other ways besides their RGB values, though.  We just demonstrated the characteristics of hue, intensity and lightness.
The first specification is where the color lies on the light spectrum, or the rainbow spectrum which is is it hue.  The spectrum is in reality gradual, but many classify it as red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet, remembered by the mnemonic “Roy G. Biv.”    After hue though, we also specify the color’s saturation.  If we add white or gray to a color we decrease its saturation.  Then we multiply the resulting color by a specification of lightness, on the spectrum of light to dark.
Then all the colors possible on the computer screen can be defined either in terms of red, green and blue values, or alternatively, can be defined in terms of hue, saturation and lightness values.

In conclusion I wish you fun times in exploring the wonders of color in our world.  I’ll leave you with a line from Louis Armstrong’s famous song, 
“The colors of the rainbow, so pretty in the sky, are also on the faces of people going by.”
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Show for more info:  (and give out color kits)
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